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1. A baker had 57 muffins that he was putting in 8 baskets. If he wanted to make sure each
basket had the same number of muffins how many more muffins would he need?

2. A factory can make 110 pencils a day. If each box of pencils has 12 pencils in it, how many
full boxes does the factory make a day?

3. Albert had to pack 19 balls into boxes. If each boxes can hold 10 balls, how many boxes did
he need?

4. A school had 64 students sign up for the baseball teams. If they wanted to have 9 teams
with the same number of students on each team, how many more students would need to
sign up?

5. A cartons can hold 7 pencils. If Charlie had 61 pencils he wanted to put equally into cartons,
how many pencils would be in the last cartons that isn't full?

6. Bryan needed 105 pencils. If each bucket has 11 pencils in it, how many buckets will he
need to buy?
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7. There are 120 tables in Mr. Michael's classroom. If he puts 10 tables in each row, how
many rows are there?

8. Diya needs to buy 10 new cups. If each box has 12 cups in it, how many boxes will she
need to buy?

9. Jessica has 83 pots to put in cartons. If each carton will hold 8 pots, how many will be in
the carton that isn't full?

10. A cook had 53 pieces of pepperoni to put on the pizzas. If each pizza got 9 pieces, how
many extra pieces of pepperoni would he have?

11. Sofia had 65 songs on her mp3 player. If she wanted to put the songs equally into 6
different playlists, how many songs would she have left over?

12. Vanessa picked 130 flowers. She wanted to put them into 11 bins with the same number of
flowers in each. How many more should she pick so she doesn't have any extra?
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13. Jay picked 74 flowers. He wanted to put them into 9 bins with the same number of flowers
in each. How many more should he pick so he doesn't have any extra?

14. A trays can hold 10 marbles. If Trina had 25 marbles she wanted to put equally into trays,
how many marbles would be in the last trays that isn't full?

15. Daisy needed 102 pens. If each carton has 12 pens in it, how many cartons will she need
to buy?

16. Vanessa needs to buy 138 new pots. If each box has 11 pots in it, how many boxes will
she need to buy?

17. A school had 112 students sign up for the basketball teams. If they wanted to have 11
teams with the same number of students on each team, how many more students would
need to sign up?

18. Avni needs to buy 106 new cups. If each carton has 12 cups in it, how many cartons will
she need to buy?
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